In [1], a quasi-linear oscillating system with non linear restoring element harmonically depending on time has been studied. The mentioned element is represented by two terms-the linear and the cubic. We can consider the system examined as the one subjected to two parametric excitations. The oscillations thus result from the interaction between theiie two excitations.
In the present paper, the same system will be examined in the case general, assuming that there exists certain phase shift between two parametric excitations. As it will be shown, the form of the resonance curve is diversity and can be classified by using critical representative points [2] . §l System under consideration and equations of stationary osdllations Let us consider a quasilinear system described by the differential equation: Introducing slowly varying amplitude and dephase a, (} by means of the formulas x = a cos:I/J; ± = -wa sin 1/J; .p = wt + (} (1. 2) and applying the averaging method [1], we obtain: (1.4)
As in [2] , the coefficients of these equations are denoted as: The resonance curve C will be identified from the .following frequency-amplitude relationship:
with condition that compatible points do not satisfying trigonometrical conditions must be rejected. §3. The case u = ' 11" /2
This particular case has been studied hi [1] . Here, it will be examined again, insisting on the critical part c2.
As we have already known, the resonance curve C consists of two parts:
-the ordinary part C 1 , located in the ordinary region D fO and -the critical part C 2 , located in the critical region D = 0.
In the case u = 'li /2, the ordinates of two critical lines are:
. 
Examining two trigonometrical conditions, it is easy to verify that:
-At I, these two conditions are satisfied since all two right hand sides of (2.9) (2.10) vanish; -On D", (2.9 ) is always satisfied but (2.10) is only satisfied if 3") 2 3") 2
.6. -4a 2 < p 1.e. 4a 2 -p :":: .6. :":: 4a 2 + p.
Thus, the critical part C 2 (in the case h = 0) consists of the critical point I and respectively. We see that, for h > 0 (system with damping), the critical segment J 1 h disappears and the resonance curve separates itself into two branches-the upper and the lower. The upper branch of "hyperbolic" form, moves up as h increases. The form of the lower branch depends on h. If h is small enough, the lower branch intersects the abscissa axis. at two points, contains the nodal point I and has a loop. Increasing h, the loop becomes narrower then disappears, the nodal point I degenerates into a returning point then disappears (an isolated point), the lower branche takes the form of a "parabola top". This "top" moves down as h increases, then finally disappears when h is large enough.
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This case is characterized by two critical points. If h = 0 (system without damping), the two compatibility conditions become: ( 3 4 1 ai + 1).
(4.7)
The sign + (-) corresponds to 2a > 0 ( < 0). Increasing h, the compatible point I moves along D' (since a~ remains constant), to the right (left) if sin 2a > 0 ( < 0). Indeed, we have:
In the case sin 2a > 0 (sign + before h), the denominator of (4.9) is positive, the sum in the curly bracket of the numerator is negative; therefore, the sign of ~:t is the same as that of (in view of the expression of ai): In the case sin 2a < 0, I moves to the left.
Let us verify two trigonometrical conditions (2.9) (2.10). The second condition can be written as:
( 4.13) where:
(4.14)
This "double" inequality shows that, as h increases the critical point I, starting from Io, moves along D' (to the right ifsin2a > 0 and to the left ifsin2u < 0)
will be degenerated into a "banal" compatible point when h exceeds certain values (corresponding to t.{ or ill)· The first trigonometrical condition gives:
The same method can be applied to study the compatible point J in D". 
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If h = 0, the resonance curve consists of two branches (all these two branches belong to Ct) respectively located in the left and right hand sides of the sepa.rating line !:;. = 31 a 2 • Ail h increases, these two branches approach each other. Th<o:y will 4 connect with each other at a certain singular point (this point belongs to C1 too) when h reaches certain value h., as h exceeds h. the resonance curve is divided into two branches-the lower and the upper.
In Fig. 3 , the resonance curve has been plotted for fixed values a = 1.4 < a; p =om; q = 0.02; 1 = 0.01 : (1) (2) (3) correspond to h = 0; h = 0.00511; 0.0055 respectively; the aforesaid singular point appears when h ~ 0.00511.
§6. Stability conditions
The stability study is based on the variational system and its characteristic equation. Two stability conditions are of well-known form: a f ag a f ag a f a a 81 =a aa + ao > 0; 82 = aa ao -ao aa > 0.
(6.1)
The first stability condition can be transformed as: sl = 2{ a 2 ::2 + af:o)} = 2{ a 2 . ~qsin2(9-a)-psin2/J-qa 2 sin2(6-a)} = 2{-psin 2/J-~qa 2 sin 2(/J-a)} = 2hw > 0. Thus, only the system with damping satisfies the first stability condition. The, geometrical interpretation of (6.3) is as follows: in the plane R(D., a 2 ), moving up parallel to the ordinate axis a 2 , if from a domain D · W < 0 (> 0), crossing the ordinary part Cl> we enter into that D · W > 0 ( < 0), the crossing point corresponds to stable (unstable) stationary oscillation.
For a critical stationary oscillation represented by the critical point I considEored as an element of the ordinary branch (i), its stability is the same as that of 'the branch (i)
Conclusion
The analyses presented show the role of the phase shift between two parametric excitations. The existence and the structure of the critical part C2 depend on the phase shift. Consequently, various forms of the resonance curve are obtained.
